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The Museum
The Museum of Art of Chianciano hosts a series of collections
ranging from Neolithic and Asiatic to Contemporary art.
There are approximately a thousand works on display.
Visitors are able to view paintings and sculptures by artists
such as Tom Nash, Salvador Dali, Sir Henry Moore, Frances
Turner, Mario Schifano, Damien Hirst, Brian Willsher and
Albert Louden, drawings by the likes of Magritte, Guttuso and
Munch; historical works from Royal Collections and original
etchings by masters such as Dürer and Rembrandt.
The museum is known for organising annual international
events, including the Chianciano International Art Award
and the Biennale of Chianciano.

Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
“Joachim and the Angel”
Original woodcut, circa 1504
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The Critic
Timothy Warrington was born in Birmingham in 1944 and is
a critical writer and curator based in London.
Warrington’s career has taken him all around the world in
the search for art to exhibit in London. He was part of the
organisation that hosted the largest and most important
exposition of Bulgarian art ever curated outside Bulgaria,
showing 300 artists. The exhibition was hosted in collaboration
with the Bulgarian Embassy in London and was inaugurated
by the Bulgarian Ambassador Mr Stancoff.
The Slovenian Printmakers Exhibition was another reminder
of the wonderful talent that Timothy brought to London,
artists that are recognised and respected all around the
world. “Italian Views” at the Lord Leighton Museum,
curated by Timothy, was also a great success and a spotlight
into contemporary Italian Art from institutions such as the
Academy of Fine Art in Florence, Academy of Fiorino in
Florence and The Academy of Fine Art in Rome.
Warrington has curated numerous books and writes opinions
and exhibition critiques in the UK and the USA. Notably, he
was responsible for the main publication related to Brian
Willsher’s Bronzes, an artist who taught at the Tate and was
praised by Sir Henry Moore as an artistic genius.
Timothy’s critical writing is very sophisticated - he has the
power to translate the artist’s thoughts to the viewer with
extreme clarity and competence. He was a member of the jury
of Chianciano International Art Award alongside people like
Gerard Bruneau who started his career wih Andy Warhol.
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“Blue Chair in Wimbledon”
Oil on panel, 1996
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The Artist
Adriana Gotowiecka was born in
Poland, where she lived and studied
until mid-90s. As a child, Adriana
found immense pleasure in painting
and drawing.
She began a long and passionate
affair with art when she was only 8
years old. Adriana demonstrated an
innate creative instinct very early on,
using her mother’s nail varnishes.
Communist Poland was a difficult
place for a child to explore creativity
due to scarce availability of materials.
Adriana was painting with anything she could find, drawing and sketching using
pencils and pens. To this day, her first nail varnish abstract is carefully preserved
as a reminder of her youth and her artistic origins. Creating art soon blossomed
into a beloved hobby, as her interest in artistic expression grew stronger.
Adriana went on to study Art in both high school and college, while still keeping
alive her love for sports, medicine and helping people. From the age of 12 she
competed in sprint water kayaking becoming a Pro athlete. Adriana subsequently
obtained a BSc in Nursing in Wroclaw, Poland. While in Wroclaw her passion
for art was ever present and in the early 90s she was privately taught by Marian
Pekosz, the Polish landscape artist. She also met the sculptress Krystyna
Plawska-Jackiewicz, who introduced her to three dimensional art.
In 1995 she arrived in London to study English and Art. In those days, as a Polish
citizen, Adriana was unable to enroll at University in the UK and instead pursued
her hunger for learning through numerous courses. She studied drawing and
painting in all medias at MAE, Merton Adult Education, Art Department and in
1998 finally at Putney Art College. Adriana considers her artistic roots as ‘selftaught’ thanks to personal research and her unique approach in the exploration
of her creativity. Numerous writers have inspired her, such as Wendon Blake
& Rudy De Reyna, as well as Alwyn Crawshaw, the founder of the Society of
Amateur Artists and the president of the National Acrylic Painters’ Association,
who has written over twenty books on art instruction.
Adriana has experimented with several mediums, such as acrylics, pastels, and
watercolour, but acrylics and spray-paint tend to be her preferred mediums.
Mainly being a self-taught artist, gives Adriana the freedom and proficiency to
express herself and her work has evolved through her own personal experience.
She works from her home studio in Putney, in southwest London.
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“Untitled” - Still Life Series
Acrylic on canvas

“Untitled” - Landscape Series
Watercolors
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The Critique
Adriana Gotowiecka is a silent implosion of passion, intimacy
ad grace of form. An artist with infinite and delicate complexity
that roots from intense observations of her surrounding. Her
inner interpretation and expression of visual art is coming
from a visceral revelation of femininity that communicates
social awareness and an enlightened artistic vision.
From the still lifes to the landscapes and the human figures,
a sensational and unique sensuality characterises her works
and pulls out a new form of painting that makes this artist
an uncommon creative soul, appealing to the subconscious of
the viewer.
Adriana’s creative journey follows the footsteps of many
of the Great Masters. In her early watercolours of delicate
landscapes, Adriana conveys the essence of nature and
captures the light and shades of the atmosphere, saturating
the compositions with her avant-garde but boundless
sensitivity. As a result, the dynamic and vibrant nuances
utilised to eloquently depict nature’s conception exemplify
the urgent projection of the intimate psyche of an artist that
is first and foremost a woman.
Thus, Gotowiecka’s still lifes, depicted with the expressive
approach of a mature Van Gogh, are not open to mere
sentimentalism and basic communication of emotion: each
composition represents an intense connection between the
viewer and the artist’s inner soul. For Adriana, painting
the reality is not just a passion, it is a necessity. In fact, the
energy projected in her still life paintings culminates in later
works where Adriana explores and discovers the mysterious
dimension of the female form. Delicate and soft lines brought
to life through the majesty of her expressive touch, a touch
that radiates elegance and sensuality.
In any artistic expression, Gotowiecka goes through the depth
of her subconscious, inviting viewers to be aware of their
own unique existence within the world, making them able to
recognise and analyse their own feelings and emotions.
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“Ma Philisophie” Series - clockwise from top left:
“Blue Galaxy”, “City of Angels”, “American Woman”, “I’m Yours”
Acrylic on canvas
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The Critique
Gotowiecka gives these provocative female subjects a fluid
outline that represents symbols of femininity, fertility and
gentle fragility albeit surrounded with strength, pride and
fortitude. Ultimately, she encourages the spectator to look
beyond the recognisable elements in the composition and
she provokes the viewer into a timeless and silent moment
of deep reflection. The sensual attributes of the female body
become the absolute focus of her works, manifested in each
colourful flower, succulent fruit or abstracted shapes.
The social and political implications are clearly perceived
in Adriana’s work: both the series “Ma Philosophie” and
“Turning into you” are based on a personal campaign against
female oppression and archaic censorship laws. Gotowiecka
conveys a feminist voice against gender inequality employing
the language of art.
Consequently, at a deeper glance, the woman’s body is not
only a voluptuous and intriguing subject of her paintings, but
also an emblem, a flag and a powerful symbol of the woman’s
role in family, society, history and politics.
Combining art and sexuality, Adriana portrays eroticism as a
heroic subject. Immortalising the body in an enigmatic and
limbless representation, she leaves the spectator speechless
creating and emphasising the woman’s anatomy with vivid
transparency.
The female form is often stylized with few recognizable traits:
at a first sight, the deconstruction of the body reminds us of
the eternalized female figures by Modigliani, De Chirico and
Man Ray. Nevertheless, in Adriana’s work the sexual element
is sublimated with few strokes enriched by a highly instinctive
approach to the complexity of a female psyche that rejects the
imposition of rooted and male-dominated morality.
Gotowiecka shares her universe with such ferocity through
exuberant creations that she is strongly appreciated for the
impact of her talent in the contemporary art scene of today
and tomorrow.

Timothy Warrington
International Confederation of Art Critics
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“Untitled” - Turning Into You Series
Ink on paper
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“Untitled” - Turning Into You Series
Red chalk on paper
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